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ASYMPTOTICALLY MONOTONE SOLUTIONS OF

A NONLINEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATION

HORNG JAAN LI AND SUI SUN CHENG

Abstract. Necessary conditions 蕊 well 邳 sufficient conditions for the
eventually positive solutions of a class of nonlinear difference equation to
be monotone are derived.

1. Introduct.ion

In this paper, we are concerned with a class of second order nonlinear dif
ference equation of the form

6(p户 16Xn-d + qnf(xn) = 0, n = l,2,3, · · · (1)

where Pn > 0 for n = 0, 1,2···and f is a real, nondecreasmg function defined
on R such that sign J(x) = sign x. Related works can be found in [1- 7].

We shall be concerned with necessary conditions (see Section 3) as well as
sufficient conditions (see Section 2) for the eventually positive solutions of (1)

to be monotone. Such conditions are desirable since oscillation theorems for

equation (1) can be derived if we impose these conditions (see Section 4).
A solut10n of (1) is a real sequence x = {xn}o satisfying (1). It is clear

that the standard existence and uniqueness theorem holds for (1). A nontrivial
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solution of (1) is said to be asymptotically or eventually positive if there exists
an integer N such that Xn > 0 for n 2: N. It is said to be eventually increasing if
there is some integer M such that~Xn > 0 for n~M. Other concepts related
to monotonicity of solutions or general sequences can be similarly defined.

A nontrivial real sequence 伝}0 is said to be oscillatory if for each N 2:
0, there exists an n 2: N such that XnXn+I ::; .. 0, otherwise, x is said to be
nonoscillatory. Equation (1) is said to be oscillatory if all its nontrivial solutions
are oscillatory. If Xm = 0 for some m 2: 1, then x正 1 f O and Xm+I f 0

and P11涇m+I = -Pm-IXm-I by (1), thus an oscillatory solution of (1) must
change sign infinitely often, and a nonoscillatory solution is eventually positive
or eventually negative.

The following lemma will be needed in the later discussions.

Lemma 1. Let f be a real nondecreasing function defined on R such that
sign J(x) = signx. Let {xk琮 be a real sequence such that x k > 0 for i ::;; k ::;;
j + 1. Then

立 ~Xk > 主1 .!!:!!_ i~xk
k=J伍 ）＿丨~; f(u) 2: 芷 f(x•+Il"

Proof. For a fixed k between i and j, let

g(t) = X k + (t - k)L\xk, k~t~k + 1

then g'(t) =~Xk and

~Xk g'(t)＞ ＞~Xk- - ...— ·
f(xk) - f(g(t)) - f(xk+i)' k<t<k+l

so that
b.X k k+I g1 (t)
瓦 2 丨: f(g(t)) 「＂立＞凸x,: f(u) - f(xk+1)°

Thus

矗
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「.,立 ＞立 乓
xi f(U) - k= i f(X k+ 1)
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as required.

2. Sufficient Conditions

In this section, we shall derive sufficient conditions for an eventually positive

solution to be eventually monotone. For this purpose, let x =伝 }o be an
eventually positive solution of (1) such that Xn > 0 for n 2: N. From (1), we
have

D.(Pn-1 D.Xn_i)
f(xn)

+ qn = 0, n 2:: N + 1.

Summing (2) from n = N + 1 to n = k, we have

(2)

k一 1 k
Pk~Xk 1 PN~XN
邸 ）－芷 PnLl.x.Ll. {瓦 」一f(xN+I) + I: qn

n=N+l n=N+l
0.

Since f is nondecreasing,

Ll.xnLl. {亡 },::0, n ,". N + 1

so that
座 <PN~XN -

k

f伍 ）一 f(xN+I)
芷 佈

n=N+I
(3)

or
A互 PN6.XN

＜
! (互）一Pkf(xN+i)

立 色．
n=N+1 Pk

(4)

Summing (4) from k = j to k = m, we have, in view of Lemma 1, that

「十1立 = k

f(u)
dt~PN~XN L 上 -t L 互

x; f(xN+1) k=j Pk k=j n=N+I Pk
(5)

Theorem 1. Suppose the following conditions hold:

CX)

LP;;l
n=l

00， (6)
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m

1~呾虹芷 qn > 0 for all large k.
n=k

Then any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1) is eventually increasing.

(7)

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that Xn > 0 for n~.N
and

liminf
m--t<X>

mI: qn > o.
n=N+l

Suppose to the contrary that {~xn} is not eventually positive, we may assume
without loss of generality that~XN~0. Then in view of (3) and the above
inequality, we have~Xn < 0 for n~N, then, from (3) and (7), there is some
integer T such that

PT!'!.XT S: {启 ：；)-QT}/(叮）
where

k

Q k = L qn > 0 for k~T.
n=N+l

We now sum (1) from n = T +Ito n = k and obtain

Pk~Xk - py~XT 十 t qnf回 = 0,
n=T+I

so that

k k

Pk~互 = PT~XT - 芝 qnf(xn) = PT~叮- L f(xn)~Qn-1
n=T+l n=T+l

＜｛亡 ~- Qy} f(xy) - { f(xk)Q「団Q.!lf(x.) - f(xT+1)Qy

＜二 f(xy) + QT!lf伍）十.% ,~二二巳）｝ ｝
＜
PN~XN

一 f(xN+1) ! (互 ），
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since~Xk < 0 for k~T implies~f伍）< 0 fork~T.
As a consequence, divide the above inequality by Pk and sumining, we obtain

Xm十 1 一 XT+l
m m

L~Xk~ PN~XN

n=T+I f(xN+1)
f(x刃 L p-,;1.

n=T+l

But (6) implies Xm+I~-oo as m~oo, which contradicts our assumpt10n.

This completes our proof.

Note that in the above Theorem, condition (7) may be replaced by the
following condition

m

墮悪L qn~0 for all large k
n=k

if we conclude that any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1) is eventually
nondecreasing. The proof is only a slight modification of that given above and

is omitted.
Other results can be derived along similar lines of reasoning. For instance.

Theorem 2. Suppose there is some integer M such that for each T 2: M,
there is j > T satisfying

m k

limsupL L 胚
m-+oo k=j n=T+l Pk

00. (8)

Then for any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1), {Xn} is either eventually
increasing or

．．hmmf Xn = 0.
n-+oo

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 1, suppose N is an integer and {xn} is a

solution of (1) such that Xn > 0 for n 2: N,

m k

limsupL L~
m-+oo k=j n=N+I Pk

oo for some j > N,
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and~Xn~0 for n = N. If lim inf f=n-+oo Xn 0, there then exists a > 0 and an
integer T~N such that Xm+l~a > 0 for all m~T. From (5), we obtain

f *5<;1尸矗 <;-tn=t):
But our assumption implies that the limit superior of the right hand side diverges
to -oo, we arrive at a contradiction.

Theorem 3. Suppose

1 k

liminf—
k-oo Pk

芝 qn > 0, for all large T.
n=T+I

(9)

Then for any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1), {xn} is eventually increas
ing or {Xn} is eventually decreasing to 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, suppose N is an integer and {xn} is
a solution of (1) such that Xn > 0 for x~N,

1 k

\ ~ 隠f;;; I: 佈 >0
n=N+l

and .6.xN~0. Without loss of generality, we may assume

1 k
.. -
Pk
L qn~O'. > 0 for k~T.

n=N+l

Then from (4), we obtain

~Xk~-j伍）辶 色 < -of伍）< 0, k > T
n=N+l Pk

....

which implies {xn} is eventually decreasing. If lim互 -f 0, then there is some
/3 > 0 such that Xn 2: /3 for all large n. Assume without loss of generality that
Xn 2: /3 for n 2: T, then summing the above inequality from T tom, we have

f3~Xm+l~Xy - (m + l - T)of(/3)--+ -oo.
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This contradiction completes our proof.

Theroem 4. Suppose condition (6) holds. Suppose further that there is
some integer M such that for each T :2: M, we can find j > T satisfying

m k

limsup芝 芝 'l!3:. > o.
m-oo

k=j n=T+l Pk
(10)

Then for any eventually positive solution {Xn} of (1), {Xn} is either eventually
increasing or

liminf Xn = 0.n-=

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, suppose N is an integer and 伝} is
a solution of (1) such that 辶 > 0 for n~N,

m k

limsupL 芷 <J!3:. > 0 for some j > N
m--+= k=j n=N+l Pk

and 6.xN~0. Then in view of (4), there is an integer T 2: N such that~巧, < 0.
If Xn 2: a > 0 for n larger than or equal to T, then from (5),

「立<「+>立<PNflXN m 上 _ m k

x; f(u) 一 x, 隕 ）一 f(xN+I)芷四辶差) ~
Since the limit superior of the right hand side is -oo by assumption, we arrive
at a contradiction.

We remark that the condition (10) in the above Theorem can be replaced
by

m k

巴虹辶 芷 辶 -00
k=j n=T+l Pk

if we conclude that any eventually positive solution {xn} of (1) is either even
tually nondecreasing or lirninf Xn = 0. Again the proof is omitted since it is a
slight modification of that given above.
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3. Necessary Conditions

In this section, we shall consider necessary conditions for the eventually
positive solutions of (1) to be monotone. To motivate the following discussions,
we consider a very sim.ple case. Assume (1) has an eventually positive increasing
solution {xn} so that Xn > 0 and~Xn > 0 for n 2: N. Then in view of (3),
imposing the condition

n

limsup = oo
n-+oo
2 伊

k=l
would lead to a contradiction. In other words,

Theorem 5. If
n

limsupL qk = oo,
n-+oo k=l

then (1) cannot have an eventually positive nondecreasing solution.

More complicated necessary conditions can be derived along similar lines of
reasoning. For this purpose, let x be a nonoscillatory solution of (1) such that
Xn > 0 and .6.xn > 0 for n 2: N. Further, let 心 ＝ ｛匹 ｝衍 be a nonnegative

sequence. If we multiply (1) by 固/Pnf(xn) and then sum from n = N + 1 to
n = k, we obtain

k
芷 叭 k 心謹 n = 0.

Pnf巴）
.6.(Pn-1.6.Xn-l) + L

Pnn=N+l n=N+l

Summing the first term of the left hand side by parts, we obtain

叭k+l 心N+IPk~Xk - PN~XN
Pk+1f(x科 1) PN+1f(xN+1)

;~1Pnt!.X心tni(:n)}十辶 I ,jJ;: 0. (11)

If we assume that 伍} is nondecreasing, then

~{這 }= {Pn+:心『~1n+,) - Pn1tnxn)}~Pn+l~t;n+IJ'
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and

Pnl',.x心 ｛ 心n } <: Pnt,.x) t,.心n } < l',.xnl',.,f,n
P"Y-f(xn) lPn+1f(xn+1) - f(xn+1)

thus we have from (11) that

虻叩~Xk 一 軒N+IPN~XN k

P•+,J(xk+I) PN+1f(xN+1) + n差 一1芒 :',n辶筐~;). (12)

Theorem 6. Suppose 伝} is nondecreasing and suppose there is a non
negative and nonincreasing sequence 心 such that

f旦 =+oo,
1 Pn (13)

then (1) cannot have an eventually positive nondecreasing solution.

Proof. Suppose (1) has a solution x such that Xn > O and~辶 > 0

for n 2:: N. Then the left hand side of (12), in view of (13), is not bounded
above. However, our assumpt10ns on 心 implies that the right hand side of (12)
is nonpositive. A contradiction is thus obtained.

As an example, the following equation

b.2x户 I+ 4x~= 0, n = l, 2, 3, · · ·

where pis the quotient of odd· ·pos1t1ve mtegers, cannot have an eventually pos-
itive increasing solution, since

f~= +oo.
1 Pn

Note also that it has an oscillatory solution {(-1)吁
The condition that 心 ．1s nonmcreasmg in the above Theorem can be replaced

by other conditions.
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Theorem 7. Suppose 伝} is nondecreasing and suppose there is a non
negative sequence 心 ＝ ｛心n} such that {~'¢n} is bounded and that (13) holds.

Suppose further that

0<「凸
€ f(u)

< CX) for some E > 0. (14)

Then (1) dcannot have an eventually positive non ecreasmg solution.

Proof. Suppose (1) has a solution x such that Xn > 0 and~Xn > 0 for
n 2'.: N. Then in view of Lemma 1, we have

t Llxn <「+>立
n=N+l f(xn+1) - XN+i f(u),

so that, in view of (14) and the boundedness of {6~n},

(15)

f LlxnLl叭< f MLlxn <月 OO 主 <oo,
n=N+l f(xn+I) - n=N+I f(xn+I)·- XN+i f(u)

where I~叭nl~M for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. This implies that the left hand side of (12)

(16)

is bounded above, which contradicts (13).

Note that in the proof of Theorem 7, if x is bounded by Q, then the first
inequality in (16) is replaced by

f L'.xnL',叭 $ MIQ立
n=N+I f(xn+I) o f(u)

The following is now clear.

Theorem 8. Suppose 伍} is nondecreasng and suppose there is a non

negative sequence 心 ＝ ｛心n} such that {~心n} is bounded and that (13) holds.
Suppose further that

0 < /E主
o f(u)

< 00

for some E > 0. Then (1) cannot have a bounded solution which is eventually
positive nondecreasing.
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Theorem 9. Suppose there·is a nonnegative and nontrivial sequence'lj; =
｛固 ｝笠;,2 such that

m k
EE三

limsup k=T n=T Pk
m

m-+oo~蛔
k=T Pk

oo for all large T, (17)

then (l) cannot have an eventually positive nondecreasing solution.

Proof. Suppose (1) has a nonoscillatory solution x such that Xn 2:: O and
~Xn > 0 for n 2:: N. If we multiply (4) by 心k+I, we get

三 十；声 ＜心k+IPn~XN
f包） n=N+l Pk 一 f(xN+I)Pk .

Thus
m k
芷 芷 心k+lqn PN~XN

m

<—— 芝巴
k=N+I n=N+I Pk - f(xN+I) k=N+I Pk

which is a contradiction.

Theorem 10. Suppose
00

I:qk < oo
k=l

(18)

m oo

limsup L 芷 坐 ：：：：：：oo for all large T,
m-+oo n=T k=n+l Pn

(19)

0<「凸
e f(u) < oo for some€ > O. (14)

Then equation (1) cannot have an eventually posititve nondecreasing solution.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that·匕} 1s a solution of (1) such that
Xn > 0 and~Xn > 0 for n~N. Th·en 1n view of (3) and (18), we have

00

qn~
PN..6..XN
f(xN+1).芷

n=N+l
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From this inequality and (15), we then obtain

tf 生 ~t~XN~Xm+l立
N=T n=N+l PN N=T f(XN+i) 丨~T f(u)

In view of (19) and (14), a contradiction is clear.

Similar reasoning leads to the following

Theorem 11. Suppose

0<「立<oo or some E
o f(u) f > 0

巳

and that (18) and (19) hold. Then equation (1) cannot have a bounded solution
which is eventually positive nondecreasing.

4. Oscillation Theorems

Each of the results derived in the last two sections has a dual statement
valid for eventually negative decreasing solutions. This is clear from the fact
that {xn} is a solution of (1) if and only if {-:z石i} is a solution of

~(p户 l~Yn-1) + qnF(yn) = 0, n = l, 2, 3, · · ·

where F(t) = -f(-t) for all t. Note that sign F(t) = sign t and F is nonde
creasing. As a consequence, each condition imposed on 伝} or {qn} in each of
the previous result remains unchanged in the dual statement, while a condition

imposed on the function f has to be modified appropriately. As an example, a
dual statement corresponding to Theorem 7 is as follows.

Theorem 12. Suppose f is nondecreasing and suppose there is a nonneg

ative sequence {心n} such that {~7/Jn} is bounded and that (13) holds. Suppose
further that

0 < jA-00 du
< 00

-€ f(u)
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for some E > 0. Then (l) cannot have an eventually negative·nonmcreasmg
solution.

Other results can be stated, but skipped because no new pnnciple is in-
volved.

The results derived in the previous two sections and their dual are useful
in deriving oscillation theorems for equation (1). We illustrate the general pro-
d .ce ure 1n a simple case. Let {xn} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1), then as

ment10ned in Section 1·, 1t 1s either eventually positive or eventually negative.
Conditions (6) and (7) are sufficient for this solution to be eventually·mcreasmg
in the former case and decreasmg 1n the latter. If we now impose the condition
in Theorem 5, we arrive at a contradiction.

Theorem 13. If the cond山ons imposed in Theorem l and Theroem 5 hold,
then every solution of equation (l) is oscillatory.

Various combinations of the results in the previous two Sections and their
dual will lead to oscillation theorems, but we shall confine ourself to an example.
Let r b e a quotient of odd, positive integers, and let a be a real parameter. Let
Pn = l for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·and

qn = (n+l)-ar{(n+2)a+2(n+I)a+na}>O, n=l,2,3,···

Then the equation

62Xn-1 + qn吐 = 0, n= 1,2,3,··· (22)

has a soluton Xn = (-lr(n+ 1)~for n = 0,1,2,···, which is oscillatory. Fur
thermore, we may make the following assertion: (a) If a < O and r~(a + l) /a,
then L佈 = oo, so that every nontnvial solution of (22) is oscillatory in view of
Theorems 1,5 and their duaL (b) If a< 0 and (a+ 2)/a s; r <(a+ l)/a, then
~< 1 and L(n + 1加 = oo, so that every bounded nontrivial solution of (22)
1s oscillatory in view of Theorem 1,8 and their dual. (c) If a = o, then qn = 4

for n~l and L qn = oo, so that every nontrivial solution of (22) is oscillatory
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in view of Theorems 1,5 and their dual. (d) If a> 0 and r S (a+ 1)/a, then

I: qn = oo, so that every nontrivial solution of (22) is oscillatory in view of

Theorem 1,5 and their dual. (e) If a> 0 and (a+ 1)/a < r~(a+ 2)/r, then

r > l and I:(n + 1加 = 1, so that every nontrivial solution of (22) is oscillatory

in view of Theorems 1,7 and their dual.
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